
Prophet Telaris “Mav” Taldrya Cantor

Elder, Dark Council

Male Human, Sith, Seeker

Height: 1.9 m/ 6’3” – Weight: 90.0 kg / 198 lbs

Right Handed

Physical Description

The tall frame of Telaris Cantor is 

cut from sharp angles and a rigid 

posture resulting from years of 

service to the Brotherhood. His 

musculature favors that of an 

athletic long-distance runner who 

possesses the capacity of great 

endurance. A handsome and 

clean-shaven face is offset by 

complemented by warm brown 

eyes and dusky-brown-hair. 

Cantor's voice, like his appearance, 

resonates with calm and reassuring 

tones.

The Manager (General Aspect)

Telaris Cantor is a superior manager of 

projects and task-oriented workflow.  He is 

driven by a keen ability to execute goals and 

ensure processes lead to project completion.  

This no-nonsense approach to project 

execution can be labeled as robotic and 

lacking the feel of true leadership.

Diplomatically Enviable (General Aspect)

Telaris Cantor is a shrewd diplomat capable of 

evaluating friend and foe and maneuvering 

himself into an advantageous position.  This skill 

has served him well throughout his years but can 

often haunt him as others become envious of his 

success.

* 1x Golden Lightsaber
* 1x Armory DL-44 Blaster Pistol
* 1x Inquisitorius Stiletto
* 1x Cubed Intensity Holocron
* 1x Sith Scroll
* 1x Chief Inquisitor Armor
* 1x Jedi High Council Cloak
* 1x Silver Sash
* 1 x Shadow Academy Datapad
* 1 x C1-series Phoenix Astromech Droid 

Maverick In The Middle (Personality Aspect)

Telaris Cantor’s life has been filled with trials 

and tribulations that have shown him the 

benefit of the  Light and Dark Side of the 

Force.  Relying on teachings from both sides 

of the Force, Mav feels unchained to the 

dogma many of his predecessors adhered to.  

This middle ground can result in harsh 

criticism by both Jedi and Sith due to their 

belief that Cantor’s stance in the middle 

shows a lack of devotion and belief to their 

cause.

Danger Zone (Personality Aspect)

Telaris Cantor has supreme confidence in his 

abilities and can be a Maverick in certain 

situations.  While often successful, this behavior 

can be dangerous for himself and those around 

him. 

An Illusion (Combat Aspect)

Telaris Cantor can engage in one on one 

combat, but often prefers to hide behind his 

mastery of tricks and illusion.  Using the 

Force extensively, Telaris will often defeat an 

opponent before they realize they have even 

been engaged in combat.  This ability sets 

him apart from the Grand Masters of the 

past and has received criticism as cowardly.

Unusually Winning (Combat Aspect)

Telaris Cantor does not like to win battles in 

obvious ways.  Defeating opponents in face-to-

face combat can often lead to grudges and 

continued combat.  Telaris prefers to defeat his 

opponents in the long game by utilizing patience, 

cunning, and his extensive intellect.  This 

technique can be brutally effective but is often 

too slow for the impatient leaders in the Dark 

Brotherhood.



Skills

Sovereign

(+6)

Force Powers

Grand Master

(+6)

Master

(+5) Master (+5)

Adept

(+4)
Adept (+4)

Proficient

(+3) Disciple (+3)

Trained

(+2)
Studied (+2)

Learned

(+1) Initiate (+1)

Intellect Primary Lightsaber Form

Blasters

Lore Perception

Diplomacy

Stamina Resolve

Empathy

Tactics Investigation

Primary Martial Arts Form

Linguistics Manipulation

Secondary Lightsaber Form

Survival Miscellaneous Weapons

Secondary Martial Arts Form

Medicine

Leadership

Illusion Mind Trick

Concealment

Force Cloak Telepathy

Slow

Suppression Amplification

Blinding

Barrier Healing

Telekinesis

Blackness Creature Control

Force Lightning

Precognition Farsight

Sense

Battle Mediation

Control Self

Skill Feats Force Feats

Ivory Tower

Stay A While And Listen

Your Reputation Precedes You

Trick Shots

Alter Image

Dominate Mind

Obfuscation

‘Hazer’

Stasis

Seeking III

Force Interrogation III

General Feats

The Force is With Me Human:  Just Another Face

Specialization

Primary Martial Art Echani

Secondary Martial Art Broken Gate

Primary Lightsaber Form Ataru

Secondary Lightsaber Form Soresu

Knowledge

Languages

Lore • History of the Dark Jedi 

Brotherhood

• The Galactic Civil War

• Ancient Sith History

• The Alliance to Restore the 

Republic

• Post-Galactic Concordance 

Conflicts

• Basic

• Huttese

Notes/Extra (Competition Purposes)

This character sheet is a recreation of the Dark Jedi Brotherhood website built in PowerPoint.  All assets on this page were 

built by hand except for the background image and paper doll capture of Mav’s existing weapons on his invalid sheet.  I 

added a small section, indicated by under the physical description tab to account for the competition requirements 

to list Mav’s weapons.  Additionally, this character sheet was designed to differentiate Mav from the other Force using Grand

Master’s in this club.  Mav’s usage of mind trick, illusion, and concealment are very different from the sovereign level set up 

used by Pravus and Ashen.  This was done on purpose to make Mav’s character as unique as possible.  


